An Identity for Everyone

Inclusion at ForgeRock is about creating an environment where everyone can thrive, feel respected and contribute. To bring their best self to all they do.

Diversity is about how we're all unique and value for bringing a rich and diverse mix of life experiences, backgrounds and influences to ForgeRock.

This thinking has been part of ForgeRock's history and culture since we began. For us it’s not just the right thing to do. We know through experience that different ideas and perspectives help fuel innovation and our growth. We know that creating a workplace that reflects the customers and communities we serve leads to smarter decisions.

We strive to help our teams every day through our core values and our employee resource groups – aligned to a shared purpose of helping people access the connected world – safely and simply.

#IdentityforEveryone

Inclusion & Diversity at ForgeRock

Respect Individuality is a core value at ForgeRock and this is central to our Inclusion & Diversity efforts at ForgeRock. As well as it being the right thing to do – we know it helps us use all the amazing skills and knowledge we have across our diverse workforce based in many countries and locations around the world. One way we can help drive positive change and share information is through our employee resource groups led by ambassadors from ForgeRock.
Our ERG'S

Our WiT ERG’s mission is to provide an opportunity to network and share a voice with the women of ForgeRock.

The PRIDE ERG at ForgeRock exists to support both our own internal and external LGBTQ+ communities. To reach out to our wider communities, educate, empower and support where possible.

The embrACE ERG’s mission is to ensure equality in the workplace, it does this by providing a safe environment to identify and highlight issues relating to racial discrimination. The embrACE ERG is a also spotlight on one of ForgeRocks values, Respect for Individuality.

Our Thrives ERG is an umbrella for all initiatives relating to wellness, community and environmental impact. In short, Thrive exists to support our employees, our communities and environment to thrive by delivering projects that promote and support positive impact on the environment, our the communities around us and our people.

To find out more about ForgeRock’s approach to support our people, environment and communities email hr@forgerock.com